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Summary

In this paper a large class of ratio and product type estimators in
two-phase sampling is defined. This cl^ss includes many estimators
considered by various authors in recent years, as its members eg
by Srivastava (1970) and Gupta (1978), It has been shown that the
asymptotic minimum variance for any estimator of the class is equal to
that of the conventional linear regression estimator for the case oftwo-
phase sampling when second phase sample is a subsample of the first
phase sample. For the case when the two samples are drawn indepen
dently, an explanation is given for the lower value of the minimum
variance of the proposed class ofestimators than that ofthe conventional
linear regression estimator, as also obtained by Srivastava (1970) and
Gupta (1978).

1. Introduction

In survey sampling we are often concerned with estimating the
mean T ofa certain characteristic y ofthe population ofsize N. The
precision of estimators of T can be increased by utilizing advance
information about a suitable auxiliaiy characteristic correlated
with y. Out of many the ratio method has been widely used when
the correlation between y and :>c is positive. If this correlation is
negative, a product estimator instead of a ratio estimator may be
used. Recently, considerable attention has been given to forming
ratio-type estimators and/or product-type estimators which are better
than the conventional estimators. A few examples are Srivastava
(1967), Walsh (1970), Reddy (1973, 1974) and Gupta (1978). These
estimators require a knowle^dge of the population mean! of:«.
When the population mean Xis not known, it issometimes estimated
from a preliminary large sample on which only the characteristic
is observed. The value of ^ in the estimator is then replaced by
this estimate. This technique has been called in literature, two-phase
sampling or double sampling. .
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In a recent article, Gupta (1978) has considered estimators
replacing (X/x) and {xjX) in the convenlional ratio and product
estimators by the higher order polynomials in {^jx) and (S/Z)
respectively. He showed that to the first degree of approximation,
the optimum variance of the proposed estimators containing quad
ratic terms in(Z/S}and (x/X) is equal to that of the linear regression
estimator and such estimators can not improve upon linear
regression estimator even if a third degree polynomial is taken,
which suggests that even if higher orde r polynomials are taken, the
variance ofthe proposed estimators to the first degree ofapproxima
tion, will not decrease. In fact this follows immediately from a
general result given by Srivastava (1971, theorem 3.1) inthe particular
case ofa single auxiliary variable. His result for the particular
case of a single auxiliary variable is that up to terms oforder «-i,
generally taken for ratio and product type estimators, estimators
ofthe form h{xjX) are no more efficient than the linear regression
estimator, where h{.) is a function, satisfying certain regularity
conditions.

When 2 is not known, Gupta (1978) has extended the results
ofhis proposed estimator to the two-phase sampling procedure and
has shown that the proposed estimator is superior even to the two-
phase sampling linear reggression estimator when the second phase
sample is drawn independently of the first phase sample. The same
resultwas obtained by Srivastava (1970) for hisexponential estimator
(See Srivastava, 1967).

In this paper a large class of ratio-type (product-type) estima
tors in two-phase sampling has been considered and which will include
Gupta's (1978) estimator and many other estsmators as special
cases. The results have been obtained for the general case when
data is collected on more than one auxiliary character correlated
with the character The case of a single auxiliary character becomes
a special case of this. Throughout, samples have been drawn by
the method of simple random sampling without replacement.

The Estimator

Assume that information on p auxiliary characters denoted by
xi, Xp could be collected. In two-phase sampling a first phase
sample of size n' is drawn from the population on which only the
auxiliary characters are measured. Then a second phase sample of
size n (<«') is drawn on vyhich the character under study and the
auxiliary characters are measured.
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Let , ...,Sp denote the sample means of the characters

Xi, Xp based on the first phase sample of size and Xi,Xp
denote the sample means of the characters y, ;c], Xp based on the
second phase sample of size n. Let

Uf- /=1, ...,P

and let _h denote the column vector with elements ui, ...,up and e_
denote the column vector ofp unit elements.

Whatever be the sample selected, let j/ assume values in a
bounded closed convex subset, D, of the /7-dimensional real space
containing the point_£. Let It (mi, Up)=h (ji) be a function of^
such that it satisfies the following conditions.

1. In £), the function h («) is continuous and bounded.

2. The first and second order partial devivatives of h (_«)
exist and are continuous and bounded in D.

Consider the class of estimators of the population mean T,
defined by

ymih^y fi (ui, ...,Up)=y h(t^ ...(1)

Any parametric function h (u) satisfying the above conditions
can be considered as a estimator of f. The class of such estimators
is very large and some members of this class for the case of a single
auxiliary variable, have been studied separately by various authors.
For the case of a single auxiliary character x, the class of estimators
(1) reduce to

ydu^yhiv) '..,{2)

where h(y) is a function of v=x7® such that/!(])=!. Taking
/j (v)=a v+(l —a)v2, we get the estimator (20) of Gupta (1978).
Taking h (v)=v", we get the estimator considered by Srivastava
(1970). Taking A(v)=[l+^ (v"^—1)]~S we get the two-phase sampling
analogue of the estimator considered by Reddy (1974).

The bias and variance of the estimator, ymih, exist since the num
ber of possible samples is finite and we have assumed that the function
is bounded. Expanding/i(m) aboutthe point u=£by a second order
Taylor's series, we obtain

{h{ej-^{u-ey iu-ey h" (^♦) iu-e)) ...(3)
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whereu*=e_+0(u—e),0<e<l,andh'(c)denotesthecolumnvector
offirstpartialderivativesof/i(«)atthepointj/=£andh''(«*)
denotesthematrixofsecondpartialderivativesofhiu)atthepoint
t^u*.~

Defining

x'f—Xi y-Yxi-Xi,

and1=1,
wehave

'=(1+e;
=(=4+̂"--

LetS=(Si,....Sp)'.

Substitutingin(3)wehave

3'™dA=r(l+vi){1+^h'(_e)+iSWi'
-f{1+71+S'h'(e)+y)8'h'(£)+iS'h'h'W)_8}...(4)

Takingexpectationin(4)andnotingthat

£(Yi)=£(eO=£(sjj=0,i=l,
andthattheexpectationsoftheseconddegreetermsareofordern-i,
weobtain

E(jman)=f+Q(n-^).
Thusthebiasoftheestimatory^dh,isoftheorderofn-^and

henceitscontributiontothemeansquareerrorwillbeoftheorder
ofn~^.Inwhatfollowsweassumethatnislargesothatthebias
isassumednegligibleandthevarianceexpressionsareobtainedup
totermsofordern~^,anapproximationgenerallytakenforratio
typeofestimators.

Tofindthevarianceofy^d?,,let
N

=siIf\v,hsrcsi(y,-r)\

N

C?=S^^IX]whereS^=^^
N
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yi, and denoting the values of the characters y and xi for the kth
unit of the population. Also let^'=(Ai,..., b^) be a row vector of p
elements and A= [a{j] by a pXp matrix (assumed to be posilive
definite) where

CiCj
bi=poi CoCi and an=Pu —^

^0

pij denoting the coerelation coeiEcient between Xi and Xj, i^j, and
poj, the correlation coefficient between y and xi.

Then, up to terms of order we have

£(yi8,)=£^ 7]s; -ris, yi==\,...,p,
Eih^j)=E^ e; s.'. — ej~s<e; i,j=\,,..,p.

The following two cases will be considered seperately.

Case 1

When the second phase sample of size « is a subsample of the
first phase sample of size n', and

Case 2

When the second phase sample of size n is drawn independently
of the first phase sample of size n'.

Case 1

In case I, we have

f 2

n 0

E(-0 S4)= - ^ 9oi CoCi, p

E (S<Sj)= P>

which gives

and
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The variance oiyman up to the terms of order is

= f2 E{-fi^+l YiS' h' ( e )+(/i' ( e ) )/SS' h' (e) } ...(5)

+{-{--Y)ih'ie)y Ah' (e) ...(6)

which is a function of h' (e). Now h 0/) involves certain unknown
parameters to be chosen so as to minimize the variance ofymd/i, and
h' (£) also will involve these parameters. Clearly the variance at
(6) is minimized for

h' ( e )=A-' b

and the minimum variance is given by

Vmiu ^0 {{--{t~v) ^ ^}
= {\-R^)+^Sl R\

where R denotes the multiple correlation coefficient of y on
xi,..., :V3,.

For the case of a single auxiliary variable x, the variance of
ydh defined at (2) is minimized for

Caj

and the minimum variance is given by

v„i. (ya,)= si (i-p2)+ p2

which is the same as the variance of the linear regression estimator
in two-phase sampling (see e.g. Cochran, 1963). Thus when the
second phase sample is a subsample of the first phase sample, no
estimator of the proposed class can have smaller variance up to the
terms of order n'^, than the linear regression estimator in two-phase
sampling.

Case 2 :

In case II, we have
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which gives

and

E(riSi)=

E(StSj)=^-^ '> •'P'

JS (>lS')= - — b'
— Tl 0

From (5), therefore, the variance of y^dh up to terms of orciei
n~^, in this case is

b'h' {e)
n n —

+ + )'Ah'{e)

which is minimized for

ft' (c )=

jL
n

77—A-^ b
I^^fL - -
n ^ n'

and the minimum variance is given by

VmiAyn.an)'- (l f" J-. VA-i b_ )
t

f

f

„-+v

rfr '^)L+fL
n n'

For the case of a single auxiliary character the variance of
yih is minimized for

Cy
h' (1)=

ft n'
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and the minimum variance is given by

f_

V.nin(ya,)=-^Sl (l- ^ P") ...(7)
7'

When the finite population correction terms/and /' are ignored,
the miniumm variance at (7) is given by

Up to the same order of approximation the variance of the
convectional linear regression estimator in two-phase sampling, yair,
in this case is given by (see e.g. Cochran, 1963)

is; p'

. j . «' n —ti . . -
Andsmce —r-,>—7—.the minimum variance of an esti-

«+« n

mator of the class (2) is always smaller than that of in case 11.
This result was shown by Srivastava (1970) and Gupta (1978) for their
estimators which are members of the class (2). Such a result seems
to be surprising at first site since the variance of the estimators of the
proposed class cannot be reduced below the variance of the linear
regression eslimator for the uni-phase sampling scheme as well as for
the two-phase sampling scheme in case I. This, however, happens
because of the fact that the conventional linear regression estimator
in two-phase sampling

yair=y+b {x'-x)

could be improved upon in case II of the two-phase sampling scheme
by replacing x' in the estimator with a better estimator of X based on
x-values in both the samples.
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